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South Africa - Weather

SOUTH AFRICA: ERain will often be scattered across eastern and central South Africa during the 

coming week. The rain will continue to bolster soil moisture across the region. Planting of summer 

crops may be sluggish, though producers will still have opportunities to get into the fields between rain 

events. Establishment and development conditions will be mostly favorable. Winter wheat harvesting 

may otherwise be sluggish in the wettest areas of Free State. Western Cape and Northern Cape will be 

mostly dry during the coming week. The lack of rain will support a good environment for winter wheat 

harvesting. • Eastern and central South Africa will see several waves of rain during the coming week

o The most widespread and significant rain will evolve through the end of the weekend with some light 

showers continuing at the beginning and middle of next week o Moisture totals by next Thursday 

morning will range from 1.00-4.00” with locally greater amounts

• Western South Africa will be drier biased during the coming week o Any rain that does occur will 

generally be lost to evaporation • Eastern and central South Africa will again see a mix of rain and 

sunshine November 18 – 24

o Western South Africa will receive little to no rain
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: Late harvesting should advance well overall during the next two weeks although colder 

temperatures and one round of precipitation in much of the region will slow fieldwork with additional 

rain and snow from most of the eastern Dakotas into Minnesota into Friday likely to result in beneficial 

increases in soil moisture. The soil is likely dry enough that it should soak up the moisture from today 

into Friday’s rain and snowmelt without becoming excessively muddy and harvest delays should not 

become extended with temperatures likely cold enough to soon freeze the ground and allow fieldwork 

to advance.

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Much of the Southeast will receive moderate to heavy rain into Friday 

from Tropical Storm Nicole followed additional rain next week and some cotton quality declines may 

occur while harvesting will be slowed, but the dry soils in place in much of the region should prevent 

harvest delays from becoming extended. The Delta through western Alabama will miss much of the 

precipitation from Nicole and will be mostly dry today before rain returns Friday and again next and 

interrupts harvesting followed by drier weather Nov. 19-24.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: Two rounds of timely rain will occur today through Tuesday and the rain will be critical from 

Mato Grosso into a large part of Goias where the soil has largely dried out. Today into Tuesday’s rain 

will be timely in many other areas as well while the interruptions to fieldwork that result from the 

moisture should not become extended as another period of drier weather is expected to follow. Rain 

will be greatest from northwestern to southeastern Minas Gerais where additional rain is expected 

Wednesday into next Thursday and some flooding may result

ARGENTINA: A few rounds of rain during the next ten days will induce notable improvements in 

conditions for planting and establishment of summer crops in much of the country while the soil 

should be dry enough in most areas that planting advances well between rounds of precipitation. 

Northwestern areas will see the least rain and will need follow-up rain soon to maintain any 

improvements in soil moisture that occur while a larger part of the country will need rain again later 

this month.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: A restricted precipitation pattern will continue today and Tuesday.

o However, some heavy rain will occur with isolated to scattered rain showers and thunderstorms over southeastern Spain into central Italy and into Bosnia, Montenegro, Albania and southern Serbia and Macedonia. 

Moisture totals will vary from 0.75 to 3.00 inches and locally more.

AUSTRALIA: Shower and thunderstorm activity in the first week of the outlook will still be greatest in southeastern production areas where soil moisture is greatest. The rain is still expected to lead to additional fieldwork 

delays and possibly some flooding. Seasonably warm temperatures today through Saturday will continue to be good for faster drying rates and improved planting conditions; though, cooler weather is expected again in 

the first half of next week.
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